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The huge granite dome in Stone Mountain State Park observes visitors to the park who enjoy almost every type of outdoor activity – camping, hiking, climbing, fishing, picnic, horseback riding, etc. There are more than 11 miles of trails combined with more than 20 miles of designated trout
waters in this park, which spreads under the Blue Ridge Parkway. The campsite offers 90 places, some with useful bank, and nearby there are campsites for groups and tourist wounds. Rock climbing is allowed through permission for towering 600-metre granite on the landmark mountain,
and climbers look down on Hutchinson Homestead, a restored mountain farm in the mid-19th century. Extensive picnic spots with shelter invite gatherings and gatherings of communities. Waterfall Safety Near the State Forest Meets Mountain Learning State Printer State page North
Carolina Division of Parks and Recreation. 1994, 2015 established: 1969 GPS coordinates: 36.3873,-81.0273 Size: 14,351 thqs See also: North Carolina State Parks, Trails, Lakes, Lakes & Lakes , Natural Park History Long Before It Became a State Park, Mountain Stone is arranged by
families in English , German, Irish, French and Scottish-Irish origin, which have built the wooden houses, farms, mills, churches and schools needed for self-de judged communities. The park houses a restored 19th-century mountain community located in the park. Stone Mountain State
Park was established in 1969, when the efforts of local citizens led to the acquisition of 1,463 acres of land. Some of the land has been donated, and its value has been used as a state equalizer grant fund from the Land and Water Conservation Fund and the Appalachian Regional
Commission to help purchase the original land for the park. Since then, Stone Mountain State Park has become one of the largest units in the state parks system. The combination of extremely significant biological, geological, scenic, recreational and archaeological resources makes it one
of the best units of the system.  Park Geology and Ecology Stone Mountain is located at the eastern end of the blue ridge in the mountainous province of North Carolina. It is located on the northern border of Wilkes County, about 17 miles northeast of North Wilkesboro, and stretches
southeast of Allegheny County. The park is accessible via U.S.S., S.R. 1002, and john p. frank park, between Sparta and Elkin.  The area is characterized by extremely rugged wooded terrain, with several large granite areas, the most spectacular is Stone Mountain. Stone Mountain is a
domed granite mass rising 700 feet above the base and consists of biotin granite. Numerous streams flows through the park and form several waterfalls. Stone Mountain Falls, located on Great Sand Creek in is the highest waterfall, with a vertical drop above 60 feet. The lowest levels are
on eastern broad. A large expanse of steep, wooded terrain stretches north and west of the river to the Blue Ridge squadron. Among the significant geological values is Stone Mountain, an exfoliator granite dome rising 200 feet above the valley floor. It is the largest plutonium mononeoc in
the state. Light gray, medium-grained biotitis granite, forming the mountain, developed by magma a few miles deep in the ground. As erosion removed the overhanging granite rocks, the resulting release from the pressure caused the rock mass to move upwards and intrude on the older
surrounding rocks, sometime during the mid-Paleozoic era, 200 million years ago. Wolf Rock and Cedar Rock in the park are similar in structure. The proximity of these plutonium features to the Blue Ridge squadron is of unusual geological interest. As a result. Stone Mountain was declared
the National Natural Landmark in 1974.  Topography and microrelfta, combined with substrates ranging from bare rocks to fairly well-developed soil, maintain significant and varied biological values in the park. Natural communities include Sour Forest, Pine Oak Heath, Chestnut Forest, Oak
Forest, etc. The Wolf-Cedar Rock Natural Area features a wide development of alien communities that are excellent illustrations of success sequence at different stages of granite colonization, from liers to moss to herb to shrub to forest communities. Thirteen rare plant and animal species
have been reported in or near the park, including two endangered species. The park also protects over 200 species of vascular plants. In addition to the significant scenic values of Stone Mountain and Wolf and Cedar Rocks, the park includes four waterfalls: Stone Mountain Falls, 200 feet



high; Medium falls, a series of low slides; Lower waterfall, approximately 25 feet high; and widow Creek Falls. The northwest views, panoramic views of the Blue Ridge Squadron, are the most picturesque in the park. The most extensive views can be best viewed by Wolf Rock. 17 km from
cascading streams trout in the park are added to the beauty of its extraordinary mountain landscape. Chestnut oak-dominated forests cover the slopes of the park's rocky faces, while red and black oaks, red maple, hikoria, white pine, etc., inhabit the forests. In the podiums are blueberries,
rhododendrons and mountain lavre. Small, slow-growing pines and cedar fringes on the rock, while the teps of lithes, mosses and small ferns grow on areas of exposed, exposed granite. Find frogs and salamanders enjoying the humid habitats bordering streams in Stone Mountain, while a
variety of trout swim underwater. Beavers also enjoy the waters of the park and have created small lakes near the Eastern part of the Roaring River. Many bird species inhabit the area, including red tanager, whip, bulging partridge, turkey and bowled woodpouts. Other animals found in the
park include a box of turtles, grey and red foxes, bobs, raccoons and white-tailed deer. November 20, 2015 - North Carolina's Stone Mountain (in fact, there are no fewer than seven Stone Mountains in NC alone) is almost as impressive as Georgia Stone Mountain. It's quite massive in its
own right, standing about 700 feet above its base, and sporting granite faces that provide some of the best climbing to the east (with routes ranked up to 5.4). However, this mountain is surrounded by much higher terrain, with some of the highest mountains in eastern North America rising
nearby. So, Stone Mountain is seemingly flooded by many of its close neighbors, and the mountain is almost invisible until you hit it. (There's a good view of it from the Blue Ridge Parkway.) Stone Mountain. The mountain has a good water table near the top and there is a difference from
carrying a 200-meter waterfall that descends down one face. Stone Mountain also shows some textbook examples of exfoliation, with truly stunning blocks of granite that were scraped visible at the foot of the main face. It's fun to stand at the other end of the lawn from the base and try to
piece together the puzzle of huge stones in your mind. The park around the mountain has a number of waterfalls and a system of trout streams filled with some of the cleanest, cleanest, high-quality water in the state. Let's get from turn 77 west at 9 p.m. Veer left on Traphill Road (SR 1002)
and follow him to John P Frank Parkway. Follow him to the park. From the west, take NC 18 to the north and turn right along Traphill Road (SR 1002). Follow John P Frank Parkway and turn left, following the park in the park. - There are no fees to enter this park. The main fees for camping
are $ 15 per day, per site. Pilgrimage sites are $9 a day. If you are going to climb, all climbers must register either in the park office or self-register at certain climbing sites. You can climb only in the designated areas. Novice climbers are discouraged from climbing without an experienced
climbing companion. When to climb. All year. In summer, you can heat up a lot on the mountain. CampingCamping is allowed in the park in the developed campsites and in certain places on the back side. Stone Mountain State Park Camping. Mountain conditionsCheck the weather
conditions in Sparta, NC and add a few degrees. A few routes. The best is the stone mountain path. It's a four-mile round trip when walking from the car park to the main picnic area. The first 75 miles are very tense (I'm a constant walker and bend over to me every time). Next 2 km during
the Summit have been easily with a view from the granite face and the rocks below. The trail continues along the waterfalls, and to the meadows below for a trip and return a little more than 4 miles. There are a number of climbing routes from the meadow to the top, some rated 5.5 and 5.4.
But I'm not a climber, and I'm not qualified to appreciate them. I leave it to the others. Stone Mtn. is the highest point in the DuPont State Recreation Forest, at 3620′. Much of the top of this knob is exposed granite, offering 180 degree views in summer and nearly 360 degrees views in
winter. The increase in this increase is 1100′. See A shorter trek to Stone Mountain for faster access to the top. Follow directions to the Guion Farm access area, BUT instead of parking near the intersection of Sky Valley Road and Old CCC Road (about a mile before you reach the Guion
Farm access area). About 50 metres before completing the pavement on Old CCC Road, find a Rocky Ridge trail on the east side of the road. Take the Rocky Ridge Trail up a steep class as it intersects with the Stone Mountain Road at the top of the ridge. Turn left along the marked
intersection along the Stone Mountain Road. Follow the Stone Mountain Trail level class for a few minutes to the intersection with switchBack Trail on the right. The bear, left, continuing on the Stone Mountain Trail. Continue a steep class until it leads to a large wild life of cleaners. The top
of this clearing offers views of the entire range of Pisga, including cold mountain and Toxaway Mountain. Continue along the way through the cleansing (which is difficult to distinguish when the grain is poured down). Just as the path is left in the purge, find a small path on the right leading to
the upper right corner of the clearing and into the hardwood trees. The path follows the gentle line through a pleasant forest of hardwood, then climbs very sharply to the top. The upper part of the mountain consists of several large sloping granite slabs (all facing south) allocated for a
hundred yards or more. Most of these slabs offer southwestern views of the rest of the State Forest and the continental Ridgeline divider. Continue walking along the pine to the east (to the famous Pine Mountain) until you find a few more granite slabs, each with a slightly different view. The
extreme north-east recently offers winter views of Kanuga Road, the centre of Hendersonville, Laurel Park, The Bearlow, Mount Mitchell and more. An impressive westerly view of the Pisgah range can be found by returning to the first, westernmost opening of granite. Just to the left of the
path leading down the mountain is the obscure route marked with flagged trees. The flags lead you down by about 200′ to a large stone with unobstructed views to the west (including the Guyoni farms). Go back the same route. Route.
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